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While my intent in this research review is to be unbiased, a
second reading has revealed a tone i advocacy. It is only fair to
say, in spite of tho. opinion of our Governor friends in other regions,
that from the per;:pective of the clientel of Southern rural education
this presentation may more properly be titled, "We May be in the sun
belt, but there is still plenty of shade here in the woods."

I've decided that a tone of advocacy was appropriate. As has
been said before, "Needs without advocates will not be considered.
Such a tone will hopefully invite dialogue and, perhaps, better
research than I have had at my disposal. And no doubt, considering
our vantage point, more enlightened research reviews will result.

Nationwige, enrollments in primary and secondary public schools
have leveled off and even declined from 46 million in 1971 to less
than 45 million now. Thus, if investment in public education through
high school is to at least remain constant (in real dollars) it will
have to be justified in term of improved quality or equal opportunity
defined in equal expenditures rather than in terms of greater numbers
of students. This is in spite of the fact that the relationship between
cost and quality in education is exceedingly difficult to dpcument.
What is clear, at least to the President's Commission on School Finance,
Is that parents with the means to do so usually choose schoois which
cost more to operate than the schools they reject. 1

Therefore, ifthe dual objectives of improving quality and pro-
viding equal opportunity for all are to be implemented at the same
time, the real dollar investment in public education almost certainly
will have to increase.

Recommendations to Reduce Inequalities in School Finance

The President's Commission, viewing inequality in school finan-
cing as a major impediment to providing equal education opportunity
countrywide, makes three major recommendations which, ostensibly,
would increase the investment in rural education in the South. Speci-
fically, the commission recommends relief to unequally taxed property
owners in the form of increased state level collection of revenues

LI and funding of public schools, second; increased emphaSis on early
childhood education with more federal aid to include low-income children

-Q and, third; that Title T funds now being provided to states and local
Cr- school systems for the education of children from low-income families

be allocated according to the relative concentrations of these children
within each school system. .Southern rural school districts with typi-
cally poorer tax bases and larger concentrations of low income families

c4?..
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9
would presumably benefit from implementation of all three recommendations.

However, I suspect that an analysis of the potential impact of
these three recommendations would show that rural'Southern schools
would gain relatively little.

The most expensive of 'the three recommendations, state aid, is
proposed to cost roughly three times as much in federal incentives as
the other two combined. Yet, Southern states and rural districts pro-
bably stand to profit the least of any in the U. S. from implementaL:ln
of the state aid recommendation. First, property taxes which are
to be equalized are not the major source of education revenues in tae
South. Second, in spite of proportionately larger federal contribu-
tions, 15 of the 171Southern states already collect more of their
education revenues at the state level than do the median states, (Kansas,
40.1% and California, 42.4%, 1973-74). Only two Southern states,
Missouri and Virginia, exceed the national

3
average (50.1%) in educa-

tion revenues collected from local levels.

Finally, full state aid at uniformally low levels may be worse
for education than less equal local financing. While Commission
studies show no relationship between state financing and state regu-
lation of public education, and even a positive correlation (r = .39)
between state financing and local innovation, the top ranking state
aid state had one of the three lo!qest innovation scores. This state,
North Carolina, was the only Southera state in the sample of 10.4

This finding of high state aid and low innovation, treated as
a single exception to an otherwise positive relationship by the
President's Commission, is suspected to be the rule in the South.
For example, in his research perspective on Sociology and Economics
of Education in the South, C. Arnold Anderson "...doubts the strong
Southern predilection for centralized funding of schools. Given
the racial and status tensions about education, centralization may
have retarded accommodation to new developments and inhibited would-
be-pacesetter communities frum moving confidently ahead to new edu-
cational programs."5

In any event, it seems fair to conclude that state aid is
already the predominate source of education funds in Southern states
and that state aid has not overridden the negative effects of low
expenditures per student upon the levels of innovation. When funds
are insufficient to comply with accreditation standards, few J-sources
will be devoted to local desires for change.

Thus only two of the Commission's eleven recommendations, early
childhood education and redistribution of Title I funds, stand to

directly berefit finance of Southern schools in general and the
region's rural schools in particular. However, state aid, the big
apply, may placate the non-South and thus pave the way for welfare
reform and early childhood education shifts to the rural South.
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But, from another perspective, perh;ips the South doesn't need
much additional help.

With increasing economic growth in the South, we are told
state and local tax bases should be increasing. Properly taxed,
revenues from these expanding bases should lead to absolute and
relative increases in average expenditures per student. Continued
out-migration and declining birthrates should enhance the size of
the share. At least these have been the assumptions underpinning
the projections made for the President's Commission on School
Finance.

A Look at Available Projections

In Table 1, we see current expenditures per pupil by region.
In 17 Southern states, which schools athird of the naticn's students
current expenditures per student were $469, 79 percent rf the U.S.
average in 1967-68. They were projected to gain $243 in 1967
buying power by 1975. The relative share for the student in the
South was projected to increase to 83 percent of the national
average. To make up for this relative gain of four percent in the
South, the Northeast was projected to slide two percent from 127
percent, -.he North Central two percent from 100 percent, and the
West four percent from 106 percent of the national average.

Table 2 provides a breakdown of the ex,- iture data by
type of school district for the base period l')6:-68 and the pro-
jections for 1975-76. Here it is seen that non-YASA districts
schooled 15,021,000 children in 1967-68, more than one-third of the
nations youth. Of these more than 6.3 million or 42 percent are
schooled in the non-SMSA districts of 17 Southern states from Texas
to Maryland. Current expenditure per rural Southern.public school
studentswere estimated to be $447 in 1967-68, 33 percent of the
national non-SMSA average. The projected increase to $668 by
1975-76 amounts to 86 percent of the national non-SMSA forecast.

Projections and Estimates Compared: Enrollment - A Surprise

While these projections are more or less in line with what is
thought to have happenea and while data are more available now than
then, we have not found an update of the analyses and projections
in the literature. Therefore, for discussion we have prepared a
compilation for comparison with current (1974-75) estimates. To
avoid making adjustments for the buying power of the dollar the
data is presented in terms of regional proportions of the U.S.
totals. In Table 3A is found a comparison of the relative size
of the enrollments for the four regions. In 1970 the South still
enrolled nearly one-third )f the nations public school students
while the Northeast enrolled 21.3 percent, the North Central 28
percent, and the West 18.5 percent. The projections to 1975
show the South's proportions declining along with the North
Central while the West and Northeast were to have increases slightly.

3



fah], I, torrvnt Expenditures by Region and Type of School District Per Pupil
inrelled In Public Primary and Secondary Schools.

f,.TINATES

1967 - 68

PROJECTIONS
1975 - 76
(1967-68 Dollars)

Current

Enrollment Expenditures Percentage Expenditure. Percentage

in per of National per of National'

Ani; 1111 n.~4.111418 Pupil Average Pupil Average

Neithea4i 9,405

ra 1 17,557

,,,,t 6 14,379

8,164

IL. 5 ivo, ir.1, 44,4.1)

$755 1272 $1076

$591 1002 $ 845

$469 792 $ 712

$679 1062 $ 881

$593 1002 $ 860

1252

982

832

1022

1002

.1, R. Endrisn, Robert W. Strums. Populat ion, Enrollment and Coots of

,rent.lry and Secondary Education for 1975-76 and 1980-81. The President 'it

nn Sthool Finance.

Table 2. Current Expenditures Per Pupil Enrolled in Public Primary nnd Secondary

Schools by Region And Type of Scbool District.

.ype of School Districts

Central Cities:

Enrollment in Thounands

Regions
Northenst Northcentrill South West Total

1967-68 2,990 3,643 5,101 2,804 14,538

Current Expenditures
1967-68 Estimates $ 600 626 $ 480 663 $ 618

Current Expenditures
1975-76 Projectionn
(1967-68 Dollars) 1,144 $ 900 $ 742 $ 918 $ 898

Other SMSA:

Enrollment in Thousands
1967-68 4,325 4,465 2,899 3,202 1,,,891

Current Expenditures
1967-68 Estimates $ 763 $ 585 $ 496 $ 620 $ 627

Current Expenditures
1975-76 Projections
(1967-68 Dollsrs) 41,091 $ 845 $ 759 $ 873 $ 906

Non -SMSA:

Enrollment in Thousand,
1967-68 2,090 4,444 6,329 2,158 15,021

Current Expenditures
1967-68 Estimates $ 674 $ 568 $ 447 $ 596 $ 536

Current Expenditures
1975-76 Projections
(1967-68 Dollars) $ 965 $ 804 $ 668 $ 841 $ 774

Proomkin, Joseph; J. R. Endrlss, Robert W. Strump. Population, Enrollment and Costs

of Public Elementary and Secondary Education for 1975-76 and 1980-81. The President's

Commission on Sebool Finance.



111 LR't ro,:o rt ion o Had 1 I scht.wo I 1-01 1 1 III Ut

11,1; illCrl.';1::ed. OW ',r;tt ion t om many :-;0ut ho'1-11 rural a oils t

!'lout he rn ties may have con t ii Ui lit a net out -nit rat loll has
become a nt.v in-mGrat ion. Pr i vat e school 11.1ve not .,,rown
rapidly as expected And birth rates, have not dropped a::
far . lleanwh Lie, mr.i Iment rat es iv,' ! ad in indetT,artens have
c I irnhe I. On t he other hand , t east 's proport ion o
nat ion 's enrol intent has deellined rathe r than in('reased. In-migrat ion
ha:: S LANI(.! d rt h ra I (...`; have d ro pped I ) vc ry low love , en rol "mon;
rat es have eased off , and privare schools have not Yielded to ris
costs as rapidly as expected.

Pro ject ions and Es i ated Compared: Expendi_ture :IA Disappointment
Total en ro liment !own f rom 46 million to 45 mil 1 ion as the

baby boom passed. The re Joie, the sh i f t in the A chool budget formula
Crom quanti tv to quality and equality should have a chance to work.
However, inflation has taken its toll and projections of increasing
dollars do not necessarily translate into more buying power. In

fact HEW project3uns show public education buying power to be flat
up through 1985. This does not rule out regional shifts in buying
power, however. If the formula is working, the proportion of the
nat ion 's pub 1 ic educat ion expend i tures flowing th rough school systems
in the South should he increasing.

Revenues result ing from 1 ocal growth should be growing Faster
than in the rest of the nation so that, in spite of an increasing
propo rt ion of the nat ion 's en ro 11 men t and rapid in flat ion, public
school students in the South should be benefiting from an increasing
share of the nation's investment. The projections show that the
increase from the lowly base of 79 percent should be an annual
increment of 1/2 of 12 of the national average since 1967-68. As
we see in Table 3B, the South has experienced a relative increase
in cur-en t expenditures. But, when enrollment increases are taken
into account (Table 4) the increase is only slightly more than one-
fourth that projected or abont 1/7 of 1% of the national average
annually. Meanwhile, the Northeast, which was to have declined, has
also increasd but , from a much higher 127 percent to 128 percent
of its share of per student expenditures during the same time period.

Historically, perhaps this is aot unusual. Areas with declining
enrollments and out-migration experience increased levels of expen-
diture per student while ;hose increasing their enrollments experience
lags in upward budget adjustments . In th is respect , the South has
fared as well as could be expected. The test lies ahead as to whether
the revenues can be generated in a relatively more rural growth
environment than has been the case historically. Industry and growth
enterprises are seeking relatively more rural locations partly to
avoid the costs of big cities, including taxes. Presuming local tax
effort will continue to be important in f inancing schools, particularly
construction, numerous non-SMSA municipalities will have to organize
efficient taxing systems in addition to state level mechanisms. Tho
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Table 3A. Public School Enrollment: Actual (1970) and Projected (Series E,
1975 and 1980) Regional Proportions Compared with 1974 Actual
Regional Proportions.

Actual' Projections2 Actual
3

Region 1-970 1975 1980 1974

Northeast 21.32 21.85 22.16 21.66

Northcentral 27.96 27.48 27.21 27.72

South 32.23 31.74 31.07 32.46

West 18.49 18.92 19.53 1.8.16

Table 38. Pub.ic School Current Expenditures: Actual (1970) and Projected
(Series E, 1975 and 1980) Regional Proportions Compared with
1974 Actual Regional Proportions.

Actual
4

Projections
4

Actual
5

1974ESIS12!) 1967 1975 1980

NortheRnt 26.92 27.39 27.29 27.78

North,entral 28.14 27.06 26.45 28.13

South 25.48 26.24 26.82 25.96

West 19.46 19.30 19.44 18.13

1

Froomkin.Joneph, J. a. Endriss, and Robert W. Strump. Population, Enrollment
and Costs of PUblic Elementary and Secondary Sducation for 1975-76 and 1980-81.
The President's Commission on School Finance. Section 2, Table 4. 1972.

2
Ibid., Section 1, Table 9. Projectionn apply to U. S. Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the Census, Population Estimates and Projections, Series E, 1975-1980,
Series P-25,'No. 448, Table 2, p. 37, adjusted by the relationship between the
1970 Series E and the 1970 advance report of population, PC (V 2).

3
Computed from Grant, W. Vance and Ceorg l4nd. Digest of !ucation Statistics
1975 Edition. National Center for Education Statistics, . Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. 1976, Table 26.

4
Froomkin, et. al. "Projections..." Section 4, Table 41.

"Computed from Grant et. al. "Digest..." Table 70.

Table 4. Ratio of Public School Enrollment Regional Proportions to Current Fxpenditure Regional Proportions:

Actual (1967) and Projected (1975 and 1980) Ratios Compared with 1974 Ratioe.1

Actual Ratio Projected Ratio Actual Ratio

1974 Actual Ratio as

a Percent of the 1975

Region 1967 1975 1980 1974 Projected Ratio

Northeaet 1.271 1.254 1.232 :.283 102.31%

Northcentral .997 .985 .971 1.015 103.05%

South .790 .827 .863 .800 96.74%

West 1.059 1.020 .995 .998 97.84%

1
Computed from Table 3.
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hi!1ori,('.1I experience ot entt'in up wit h rap i d vowt 11 has ;icy rued
t 0 SMSAs . Deal. tog w it h and prov Id lug to r a rapidly )yrow.ing i vat e
sect°. is a 110W experience for t he pubti C. sector in the non-SMSA South.

lust a glimpse at tEe task with regard to public school con-
struction broken down by region and by type of school district is
provided in Tables 5, 6, and 7. It Is apparent in Table 5 that
construction in non-SMSA districts in the South has been considerabl.
delayed. Perhaps the prevailing thought has been that everyone wooll
leave. Because of slightly lower construction costs the task is
lightened, hut borrowing costs (Table 6) in non-SMSA Southern districts
are typically higher than any other type of school district outside
of the central cities of the Northeast. Furthermore, Southern districts
are more dependent upon local bond issues than are other districts
(Table 7).

in light of the massive backlog of construction in the South,
and the fact that most of it is dependent upon local taxing powers
suggests that my earlier comments on the value of increased state
aid may need revision. The President's Commission is not explicit
about how construction costs should fit into the picture. It is clear
that modernization of many rural schools in the South would place
excessive strain on the local tax base. Not only are the tax bases
inadequate, but the relatively low productivity levels they representlead to higher interest rates on their bond issues. More aid for
school construction in many rural Southern districts is needed if
anything approaching equality is to be achieved.

A Proper Mix of Leadership for Improved Rural Education

As a part of the process of non-SMSA municipalities and their
school boards gearing up to the task of financing education.and
arriving at a just and proper mix of federal, state andlocal revenues,
an intensive community involvement experience will most surely evolve.Our knowledge about the evolution of community involvement in non-
SMSA Southern districts is very limited. The integration experience
was largely imposed from the outside and it is still being digested.A campaign leading to a successful vote to float a major tax bond
issue in an integrated rural Southern school district is still a
rare if ever experience. Organization of a rural lobby to p-,*(ni.)te
increased proportions of Title f funding for predominately low-income
dietricts is also non-existent, but it is probably safe to say that
none of these things will happen without considerable local community
involvement. A quote from the Sixth Annual Report of the President
to the Congress on Government Services to Rural America is indicative.

"The Federal Government will continue in its efforts to improve
the quality of life in Rural America through support and encouragement
of the development thsat is so clearly now a part of oar rural communities.
As in the past, however, it is the local people themselves, through
their own initiatives and energies, who must determine the manner in
which their communities will grow and change, Government must not in-
trude on this basic American right."8

7
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SATiMATID AND PSOJECTID TSAR PLANT REPLACEMENT

SATES IT TYPE Or DISTRICT WTTHIN RICION

(PER CENT OF CAPACITY)

ELEMENTARY SPOONDARY

to.:11.922
PHI -70 1971-8f1 1967-ln

Northesat

1971-80

Central Cities 6.8 15.5 10.8 17.1 TAIL! 6

other SEGA 15.1 12.5 21.1 15.0

9on-S1S1A '1.1 12.5 19.8 11.0 AVERAGE ENTIEUT RATES, LOCAL PUBLIC

Morin (Sentra]
SCIDOL ODED ISSUES, SY REGION 4!.1) TYPE OP DIITNICT

Cent ral Cit las 1.1 14.6 16.4 13.0

Other SPINA 11.9 12.5 22.3 13.0

Nott-SIOA 15.7 12.5 21.5 13.0
nrrnrsT
RATE

South
REGION CFNII2

Central Citing 10. 11.7 l 5.0 16.0

)ther SitiA 19.1 12.1 25.9 15.0 North/1sec

IRst-SMSA 10.4 11.1 22.5 Central Cities 6.88

Other VISA 3.95

Peet
lon-SMSA 5.54

Central Cltise 19.7 18. 15.0

other SKIA 15.6 12.5 22.5 North Cmmtral

Non-IFCA 14,5 12.5 72.1 13.0 Central Cities 5.34

Other SMSA 1.87

Non -9MSA 5.61

South

(16f-ht ftgure derivd from Sebuol 1ansmseent Megeelne date file
Ce2tral Cities 5.52

AA tallulaff..1 In I.eeph Ermuletin, Ft Al., A Report to the PreaJdeot'a
Other REA 5.67

i.ssAivettu ut Schou! Elnan,, Population, EntnIlleent. and Coats

of Public :lessut.117717,717:Tondery Education 1975-76 and 1980-81.

Non -SMSA 6.04

It West

Central Cities 5.51

Other SHIM 5.49
Hort-516A 5.67

TABLE 7

SHARE OF NOW PUTILIC SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

FINANCED BE WCAL IIOND ISSUES, SY REGION

fLI MILLIONS OF cuun(r DOLLARS AND PER CENT)

0)1STRUCTION PER CENT FINANCED
1967 to 1970 _by bond !semen

WarheasIt 4,125 78.4

1orth 4.207 84.3

South 2.784 94.1

Neat 2,270 77.5

ToTAL U. S. 13.586 1113.1

Computed fro. sampling of chool bond lieut., July 1969 - ley 1671.
compiled by the American !Makers' Association for the 0. S. Office
of Educetioa. Reginnal averages are weighed usine conetruntIon
outlays fro. School Management messaine data file. Joseph Prnocitin.

et. al., Projections...loc. cit.

eoURCEI buds iseusd: Omapiled from U. I. Depsittmest f Rgalth Education,
and welfare. Office of !Mutation. National Coster for Edutetieeml
Statistics, Bond Salsa for Niblic 5cbc91 Nrypeop, 1966-67 through
1969-7O, Coueroment Printing Office. Vshiattom, D.C., various

rears. Conrtruction: Adapted froe School Nmeagemeet Magazine dots

file. Joseph /toenails, et. al.. Projections...loc. cit.
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t cut. i;t1 0 1ur,11 commun it i e,1 in the :;outh t cout r I butt.
to development of public education so that it CdU better serve their
communities is surely greater than has becn realized to date. Miler
states with little more average wealth, such as the Dakota,,, !hive
developed schools which served their local cominunity by preparing the;youth to compete relatively succes.sfully tor jobs in out of statecities. While their lob has been bigger, Southern rural schools havenot been as successful. The inequalities in wealth and the result iv,
low priority given to education for the poorer masses may be the
basic underlying cause of poorer schools in Southern states compal., -with the Dakotas. To overcome the inequality problem at the local.
level,, itderable federal, state, and university leadership will
most shiely be needed and probably welcomed by local leadership.

The benign neglect of these inequities is no more apparent than
when one conducts a data search to compare the financial status of
rural Southern school districts with other regions. The most recent
projections to be found, those utilized by studies from the President'sCommission on School Finance, are based on 1967-68 data. The Bureauof the Census has more recent data from the Census of Governments,
but analysts of this data has not found its way into the literature.
!ikewise, the National Center for Education Statistics publishes a
series of annual documents, "Digest of Education Statistics",
"Projections of Education Statistics", and "The Condition of Education",all a: which provide extensive information for education planners,
but none of which provide information on inequities between types ofschool districts. Similarly, at state levels,Annual Reports of State
Departments of Education include massive amounts of data but they
clearly are not designed to highlight inequalities among school districts.As a starting point toward providing the necessary minimum amount of
Foderil and state leadership, current annual data designed to monitor
inequities between regions and types of school districts should be madepublic. The least we should be able to expect of national and stateleadership is a well publicized, continuous, up-to-date status report
on the equality of rural Southern public education within each stateand relative to the rest of the nation. Similarly, given this data
base, regional projections shwald be updated regularly. Local com-
munities, state departments 01 education, and collaborating universitiesshould always be aware of the equality as well as the quality core.

University Research as a Leadership Component in Rural Public 1:ducation

One ENPRD project haS 'ieon to search the Dissertation Afistracts
International files for evic_nce of 'nterest in rural education needs
projections by doctoral cand: :ate!: firoughput the region. A perusal
of the DATRIX II high frequency v;ord list found in the DAI files
reveals that 22,506 dissertations including the words "school" or
"schools" in their titles have been written. Also, 3,803 titles
include "educational", 11,861 include "education", and 1,865 contain
"vocational" as a part of their title.

10
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Table A. Scalogron of Dissertation Abstract DATR1X 11 Search by State Name

and Teo Additional Seta of Doocriptorel (I) School(e) and (2)

Selected Analytic Terme

ler t Asualy.t. :fere!

itAVol 164'1)2 An1

Seale

Delolm"', Pr' Score

Nutshor of

Disserta0ons

Texas 1 1 1 1 0 4 48

Alrihasm 1 1 1 I 0 4 27

North Carolina 1 1 1 1 0 4 22

Tennessee 1 1 1 1 o 4 19

Mississippi 1 1 1 1 0 4 17

Missouri 1 1 1 o o 3 44

Maryland 1 1 1 0 0 3 22

Vlorida 1 1 1 0 0 3 21

Kentucky 1 1 1 o o 3 19

Arkansan 1 1 1 o o 3 18

Georgia 1 1 1 0 o 3 14

Oklahoma 1 1 0 0 0 2 14

Louisiana 1 1 0 0 0 2 11

Virginia 1 1 0 o o 2 12

Delaware 1 0 0 0 0 1 6

South Carolina 1 0 0 0 0 1 4

West Viwginia 1 o o o o A 4

Dissertations 96 141 35 41 6

Code:

319

Re - relate, related, relating, relation, relates
Ed edmat tonal
Vo - vocational

As associate, associates, associating, :aisociated, association

Co compare, compares, compared, comparing comparison

In influence, influences, influenced, influencing

Im Imjcrt, impacting, impact., impacted
- determine, determined, determines, determination, determining

Pr - pr,dict, predicts, predicting, predicted, prediction, predictsble,

projection, delphi, forecast

IL one or more dissertation titles containing "educational or vocational"

plus school(s) and state name in title

O no such dissertation
21 - four or more dissertations with indicated analytic terms

O - three or fewer dissertations
3

1 tun or more dissertations with indicated aneyric terms

O none or onc dissertation
three or more dissertations with indicated analytic terms

twn or feuer dissertations

' if Seacch complete from 1965 to 1975.

Table 9. Solicitation of Community Involvement in Public Education Needs
Projection: 4 Regional Comparison of Doctoral Dissertation
Titles and Abstracts 1965-1975.

Needs Projection Methodology

Wegion Delphi (Panels)
Years

Conventional (Cross Sectional)
Educators Educators and Educators Edu.ators and

Southern States
Onl Lay Leaders Only Lay Leaders
No I

1973-75 5 83

1969-72 0

1965-68 0 -

_
1965-75 Total 5 83

Non-South rtsces

1973-75 4 33

1969-72 3 25

1965-68 0

-
1965-75 Total 7 44

No I No 1

1 17 2 67

0 2 50

0 0

- -
1 17 4 57

8 67 10 63

1 25 3 75

0 3 GO

-- -
9 56 16 64

No 1

1 33

2 SO

0

3

_-
43

6 37

1 25

2 40

-

9

_-
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casting - extrapolative, intuitive, and survey - as identified by
Daniel P. Harrison, are apparently utilized to a significant degree
in education needs projection.8 In the extrapolation category,
dissertations at Florida state indicate work on methods tying education
projections to manpower needs.9 Only one dissertation attempts to
project school quality .10 No more than three dissertations produced
La the region are readily identified as having explored survey tech-
niques to do "occupational and status projections" of Southern youth.11
If plans and programs to link Southern youth more directly to Southern
occupational opportunities are to bear fruit and dependence on in-
migration of skills is co be reduced, more extrapolative forecasting
needs to be closely linked to planning the regions vocational and
educational programs.

In the rhelm of intuitive forecasting, the most popular approach
among educators, work on Delphi methodology is likely to make a
contribution toward more successful community involvement in the
education needs assessment process. However, dissertation research,
because of its potential for innovation, needs to be striking out
more boldly in providing examples of applying the Delphi technique
to mixed community/educator panels. The technique, because it takes
into account and explicitly provides for feedback and reevaluation
on the part of need assessment participants, has considerable potential
for facilitattng dialogue and consensus formation.

A time-series analysis of dissertation abstracts identified in
the above described search shows utilization of the Delphi technique
to be very recent in doctorate degree granting irtitutions in the
region. Six have been produced, all since 1973. 2 Only one of these
explored methodological problems involved in utilizing mixed panels
as opposed to educator only panels. Outside the region, response to
the community involvement movement was more apparent. Of 16 produced,
all since 1969, 9 involved mixed panels. Since 1973, 8 of 12 such
identified dissertations outside the region have utilized mixed panels.
Traditional methodologies involving one-shot surveys of opinion were
more frequently applied to educators only, both inside and outside
the South.

The pattern in the South of using Delphi with eaucators only
may reverse inself during the next four years as it did in the non-
South during this period. On the other hand the methodological
difficulty in dealing with mixed panels with widely varying per,pectives
may be greater in the South than elsewhere. As noted by Harri'or0-3
difficulties in identifying and selecting a balanced panel of experts
from different background is problematic. Furthermore, could one
expect authoritative convergence from divergent areas of expertise?
Additionally, there is the question of whether the technique tends
to force conformity. Indeed such a latent "gentle persuation"
characteristic may underlie the choice of the technique in some instances.
In any event use pf the technique provides at least one mode for
citizen participetion in education decision making.
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In sum, the potential for University sporsored reseE.rch, such as
dissertations, to pave the way for more fruitful community involvement
in Southern rural education appears to be considerable.

The Federal Leadership Component in Rural Public Education

Aside from Dissertation Abstracts, the single largest indexing
of education literature is, of course, the Education Resource Informa-
tion Center (ERIC) and, specifically, for the purpose of the ENPRD pro-
ject, the clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools (CRESS) at
New Mexico State University. A search of the ERIC-CRESS files plus
clearinghouses for Administration, Career and Vocational Education
provided another strong indication that very little has been documented
on rural-community involvement in education planning in the South.
Work, however, has been done directly or sponsored by ERIC-CRESS in
the form of synthesis of a range of recommendations and rationals found
in the literature. Principally, these are recommendations which if
implemented at federal, state and local levels would provide for a
broad based improvement in rural schools throughout the region rather
than just the occasional token appearance of a demonstration rural
school blessed with exceptional leadership and foundation or govern-
ment funding.

Moe and Tamblyn
14

emphasize the importance of the Federal Govern-
ment taking more responsibility for leadership in articulating a
national policy for rural education. Quoting a USOE Task Force Report
on Education, they stress the recommendation to establish a rural unit
in the U. S. Office of Education and to induce the several states to
establish Offices of Rural Education within their Departments of
Educatioa. Coordination of the education planning activities of this
type of structure with the rural development efforts of the states, their
planning and development districts, and with activities under the
Rural Development Act of 1972 would provide a unified format through
which communities couid begin to articulate toward their common
education goals. When no such structure exists, rural communities
cannot be expectcd to contribute up to their potential in any national
or state level effort to reduce inequities among rural districts or
between regions or types of districts. If this i understood at
federal levels, and there is a genuine concern about inequalities among
our nations schools, some action would surely be forthcoming. In P)7c.:,

however, Everett D. Edington in his synthesis of literature on streng-
thening the rural school reports that "there has been no indication
that the report of the Task Force has ever been read, much less acted
upon. 15

The cuestion then must be, "who is interested enough in the plight
of rural .ucation to give it priority, and to provide resources to
organize a lobby for development of a rural education infrastructure
which would provide rural communities linkage to state and national
programs designed to facilitate equal education opportunity for all?
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We have another session tomorrow, Session 16, "Rural Education
Needs Projections Through Citizens Participation", which is orgt:nized
to provide us some insight into thc perspectives of national, state,
and local community inquiry into tnis question.

In sum, the evidence reported here suggests that relatively
little is documented on adapting community change models and education
needsprojection and planning techniques which endeavor to .ilvolve
the rural Southern community at both state and local level- Avail-
able projections are not up-to-date and are perhaps mialeading at
local levels; local leadership, when brave enough to raise its head,
is left dangling with few technical services to link the local com-
munity to state departments, university expertise or federal government
programs. Hopefully, the above discussion highlights the increc3ing
importance to the region of more collaboration among university resear-
chers, the federal government, state departments of education, and the
people of rural school districts in planning and mobilizing for the
improvement of public education in rural areas.
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